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SPECIALIST PRODUCTS
DECKING, BALUSTRADES AND GLASS STRUCTURES
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DECKING AND BALUSTRADING

Composite decking complete with balustrade post system, handrail and safety glass.

Composite decking complete with balustrading posts ready for glass installation.
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Our composite decking boards can be run horizontally or vertically based on the desired finish and are
often used to form the steps.

EXTERNAL BALUSTRADES, JULIET BALCONY AND DECKING

Taperloc base shoe system in polished
chrome, looking over views in Lossiemouth.

Slate grey composite decking complete with

complete
composite
Grey post
Slate
glass
clear safety
system,Decking
balustrade
B
with
and handrail.

More views over Moray Golf Club, Lossiemouth.

The Taperloc base shoe can also be surface
fixed and certified as a Juliette balustrade
system.

White bi-fold doors also supplied and fitted
by Pinefield glass, giving the customer the full
opening and use of the deck area.

Juliette balustrade being used on one of our new build development projects in Aberdeen, along with
Pinefield Glass windows and doors.

This is our standard Juliette balustrade system.
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INTERNAL BALUSTRADES AND SHOWERSCREEN
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D shape clamps installed to customers
existing handrail. In this instance we template
the glass to ensure the perfect fit. The clamps
come in a range of finishes.

The Taperloc shoe can also be used internally
and this photo demonstates how using glass
internally on the landing can modernise the
walkway.

The same balustrade post system previously shown but sprayed coated black at the customers request.
These are being used internally in a car show room in Aberdeen.

Further examples of the glass being used
in a staircase situation - we removed the
customers spindals on this occasion prior to
templating and installing the glass.

D clamps once again on show with another
renovated staircase.

In this instance we applied our balustrade
handrail to the internal staircase for something
a bit different.

We also offer an extensive range of shower
screen hinges and glass options. This is one
we carried out previously.

INTERNAL BALUSTRADES

Each pane of glass was measured to size to ensure it sat together perfectly.

These photos demonstrate a ‘floating staircase’ in this instance we use our heavy duty stand off clamps this required us to work closely with the engineers involved to ensure we got the structure of this correct.
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EXTERNAL BALUSTRADES

Like the internal stair cases we can install glass
to customers existing posts externally also.

Another photo of our popular post system
being used in Aberdeenshire.

The Taperloc shoe and handrail being used in Forres to complete this garden area nicely.
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Moray Golf Course again on show as we removed the wired fencing between the posts and
installed clear toughened safety glass to give the home owner the full view.

PVCu windows also supplied by Pinefield Glass.

Another angle of the project above

EXTERNAL BALUSTRADES

Another good example of how our balustrade posts can modernise a garden.
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